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Let M be a left unital module over a ring R. The module M is called 
balanced if the canonical ring homomorphism from R into the double 
centralizer of M is surjective. Following Thrall [lOI R is said to be QF-1 
if every finitely generated faithful R-module is balanced. In [6] Ringel 
proved that if an algebra with square zero radical is QF-1, then it is a 
Tachikawa algebra (= an algebra of local-colocal type), i.e., an algebra 
each of whose indecomposable modules has either the simple top or the 
simple socle. Also, Tachikawa [9] proved that if an algebra whose left 
regular module is serial (= a left serial algebra) is QF-1, then it is a 
Tachikawa algebra (particularly, an algebra of left colocal type). Here, a 
serial module is a direct sum of uniserial modules (a module is uniserial in 
case it has the unique composition series). It should be noted that an 
algebra with square zero radical, as well as a left serial algebra, has a faith- 
ful serial module. The purpose of this paper is to give a generalization of 
both of the above results by Ringel and by Tachikawa in the case where 
the ground field of an algebra is algebraically closed. Indeed we shall prove 
THEOREM I. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically 
closed field. If A is a QF-1 algebra with a faithful serial module, then A is 
a Tachikawa algebra. 
It should be noted that the class of algebras with faithful serial modules 
contains an algebra A satisfying the following: For each i= 1,2, . . . . every 
indecomposable direct summand of the left A-module .(rad A)” has the 
simple top, where rad A is the radical of A (Proposition 2.1). So, a finite 
dimensional algebra given by a quiver with zero relations has a faithful 
serial module. In our argument, necessary conditions for QF-1 rings given 
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by Ringel [6], called the socle conditions, are essential. In particular, we 
use the second and third socle conditions. In [3] the author characterized 
a QF-1 algebra which is a Tachikawa algebra in terms of ideal structure. By 
the aid of the characterization in [3] and the structure theorem of 
Tachikawa algebras [S], Theorem I enables us to obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition for an algebra being a QF-1 algebra with a faithful 
serial module (Theorem II). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper k denotes an algebraically closed field, A a finite 
dimensional associative algebra over k with unit 1, and N= rad A its 
Jacobson radical. By an A-module we always understand a unital finitely 
generated A-module. The symbols AM or MA will be used to underline the 
fact that M is a left or right A-module, respectively. Given a left (resp. 
right) A-module M, call Si(AM) = (m E MI N’m = 0} (resp. sI(MA) = 
{m E M( mN’= 0}) the ith socle of M. Especially S(M) = S’(M) is the socle 
of M. For a left (resp. right) A-module 44, we denote its composition length 
by lMll (resp. /MI,.), or simply by IMI. The k-dual module Hom,(M, k) 
will be denoted by M*. Throughout the paper, homomorphisms will be 
written on the side opposite the scalars. 
For a left A-module M, let B = End(,M) and, considering M as a right 
B-module, C = End(M,). If the canonical ring homomorphism A 3 a H 
(m H am) E C is surjective, A4 is said to be balanced (or to have the double 
centralizer property). Further, if every faithful A-module is balanced, A 
is called a QF-1 algebra. Morita and Tachikawa [S] proved that the 
balancedness of modules is Morita invariant. Thus, without loss of 
generality A may be assumed to be basic. So we note that dim,S= 1 for 
every simple A-module S. 
A module is said to be uniserial if the lattice of all its submodules is 
linearly ordered with respect to inclusion. By a serial module we mean a 
direct sum of uniserial modules. A subquotient of a module M is a factor 
module K/L with A42 K2 L. For modules M and U, we write M> U 
(resp. A4 $ U) in case there exists (resp. does not exist) a subquotient of 
M isomorphic to U. 
In [l] we obtained balanced conditions for serial modules. We shall 
explain the balanced conditions needed later in the argument. Let 
9 = (Mi}, i = 1, . . . . IZ, be a family of uniserial left A-modules. By 9r denote 
the class of modules 
{UJU<M,for some&f,, l<iQn). 
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We say that 9 satisfies the annihilator condition in case 
for each U E &, where Ann(U) = (a E A j aU= O> is the annihilator. The 
next condition is concerned with homomorphisms between the MZs. Let ZJ$ 
be the set of triples 
((Mj, K, L) j i = 1, . . . . n, K, L: submodules of Mj such that M, z K 1 L ). 
For (Mj, K, L) and (Mj, K’, L’) belonging to &, if \K/Ll = \K’/L’I 
and if there exists either CJ ~Horn,(M~, Mj) such that Ko = K’ or 
z ~Horn,(M~, MJ such that K’z = K, we say that (M,, K, L) is directly 
related with (Mj, K’, 15’). Further, we say that (M?, K, L) is related with 
(M,, K’, L’) in case there exists a sequence of triples belonging to & 
Wi, K L) = CM,, Kc,, Lo)> (Ml,, 4, L), . ..> M,, K-9 -&I 
= (Mj, K’, L’) (*I 
in which (M,_,, Kp--l, L,- 1) is directly related with (Mjp, K,, L,), 
p = 1, . ..) r. Obviously, if (Mi, K, L) is related with (Mj, K’, L’), then 
K/L N K’IL’. In case conversely KJL N K’L’ implies that (Mi, K, L) is 
related with (M,, IS, L’), we say that 9 satisfies the relatedness condition. 
The following result was proved in Cl]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 9 = {&Ii}, i= 1, . . . . n, be a family of uniserial left 
A-modules. Suppose that @;= 1 M, is balanced. Then 9 satisfies both the 
annihilator condition and the relatedness condition. 
As a matter of fact, the annihilator condition can be improved as follows. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let F = {Mij, i = 1, . . . . II, be a family of uniserial left 
A-madules. Suppose that @ ;= 1 M, is balanced. Then 
Ann(U) p n {Ann(V)\ VE& U-K V> 
for each U E FT. 
Proof. Let VI, . . . . V, be mutually non-isomorphic modules in 9j with 
)UI<IV,)= ‘.. = I VJ = m and U + Vi, j = 1, . . . . r. Put 
n (Ann(V)/ VE&, U-# V, IV/ tm] 
i 
p = 1, . . . . r. 
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Assume that 9L-r contains an element a with a$ Ann( U). To prove the 
lemma, it suffices to show that ‘91u, also contains an element not in Ann(U). 
By Lemma 1.1, there exists an element b of A such that b 4 Ann( V,) and 
bE n {Ann( IWI <m, V, $ W]. 
Observe that both a and b annihilate NV, and V,./S( Y,). Thus, since 
bV, # 0 and dim, VJNV, = dimkS( V,) = 1, we can find an element u of k 
such that a-ubEAnn( I’,.). Then a - ub E ?I? and a - ub # Ann(U), since 
bU= 0. So a - ub is a required element, and the lemma is proved. 
We use the relatedness condition to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 9 = {Mi), i= 1, . . . . n, be a family of uniserial left 
A-modules. Let (Mi, K, L) and (Mj, K’, L’) be triples belonging to F* with 
L, L’ # 0. Suppose that K/L N K’/L’ but K/NL + K’/NL’, and suppose that 
@r= 1 M, is balanced. Then K/L is embedded into some M,, 1= 1, . . . . n. 
ProoJ: According to the relatedness condition, there exists a sequence 
(*). If Lp # 0 for all p = 0, . . . . r, then we have 
K/NL = K,/NL, N K1/NLI 1: . . . N KJNL, = K’/NL’. 
But this contradicts the hypothesis. Thus L, = 0 for some p, 0 < p 6 r. Since 
K/L N KJL,,, it follows that K/L is embedded into Mg. This proves the 
lemma. 
Let M and Q be left A-modules. By C (Me) (resp. n (Me)) we denote 
the sum (resp. the intersection) of the images (resp. the kernels) of all 
homomorphisms from Q into M (resp. from M into Q) and all 
endomorphisms of M which are not automorphisms, that is, 
xWQ)=x (Imf If H E om,(Q, W orf EEnd(AM)\AWAM)) 
and 
n(MQ)=n {Kergl gEHomA(M, Q) or gEEnd(,M)\Aut(,M)). 
The following lemma was essentially proved by Morita [4] (cf. 
[2, Lemma 1.41). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let M be an indecomposable ft A-module and Q a left 
A-module. Suppose that M@ Q is balanced and that C (Me) # M. Then, for 
given elements x in M\C (MQ) and y in n (Me), we find an element a of 
A such that ax = y and aQ = 0. 
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Proof. Put G = MO Q, and B = End(+ G). Let e: G -+ M be the projec- 
tion (considered as an element of B) and i,: M -+ G the injection. Since 
C (Me) @ Q = GlVe + G( 1 -e), where W is the radical of B, we see that 
C (Me)@ Q is a B-submodule of G with G/(x (MO) 0 (2) N (eB/eW)” 
(here, (eB/e W)m denotes the direct sum of m copies of the right simple 
B-module eB/eW). Also, n (Me) iM is a B-submodule of G with 
n (Me) i, N (eB/e W)n, because n (Me) i, coincides with S( G,)e. Since 
O#~=O)=~,O)+C(MQ)OQ~G/(C(MQ)OQ>and(y,O)~n(MQ)i,, 
it follows that there exists a B-homomorphism 6: G/(x (Me)@ Q) + 
n WW iM such that 0(x, 0) = ( y, 0). Let ~1: G + G be the composition of 
the B-homomorphisms 
~(MQ)OQ ~(I(MQ)i,~G, 
1 
a 
where E is the canonical epimorphism and r the inclusion. Then 
cc E End(G,); thus by the hypothesis that G is balanced cc is induced by the 
left multiplication with an element a of A. It is obvious that the element a 
satisfies ax = y and aQ = 0. The proof is completed. 
Let Mi, i = 1, 2, be left A-modules, and L,, i== 1,2, submodules of M,, 
respectively. For a homomorphism 8: L, -+ L2,. if there does not exist a 
homomorphism p: K, -+ M2 such that M, 3 K, 2 L, and x0 = xp for all 
XE L1, then we shall say that 0 is maximal with respect to (M,, M2). We 
need a lemma of Tachikawa [7]. 
LEMMA 1.5 (Tachikawa). Let M be a left A-module and K, L sub- 
modules of M such that A4 = K + L. If the identity 1: K n L -+ K n L is 
maximal with respect o (K, L), then S(M) = S(L). 
LEMMA 1.6. Let M be a left A-module and K, L submodules of 
M such that M= KS L and Kn L= S”(K) = S”(L). Suppose that the 
identity I: S”(K)/Sn-l(K) -+ S”(K)/,!Y1(K) is maximal with respect to 
(K/S”-‘(K), L/S-l(L)). Then S”(M) = S”(L). 
ProoJ Suppose that Si(M) = S’(L), where 0 6 i < n - 1. By hypothesis 
the identity 1: S”(K)/S’(K)-+ S”(K)/S’(K) is maximal with respect to 
(K/S’(K), L/S’(L)). Thus, by Lemma 1.5 S(M/S’(M)) = S(L/S’(L)) = 
S’“‘(L)/S’(L), so that Si”(M)= S’+‘(L). Therefore, by induction we 
have S”(M) = S”(L), as required. 
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2. ALGEBRAS WITH FAITHFUL SERIAL MODULES 
An A-module M is said to be local (resp. colocal) in case the top M/NM 
(resp. the socle S(M)) is simple. An algebra with square zero radical has 
a faithful serial module. This fact is generalized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that the left A-module ANi is a direct sum of 
local modules for each i = 1,2, . . . . Then A has a faithful serial module. 
Proof Let .A = @i= r M,,, where each M, is local. By hypothesis 
we have NM, = Q$= 1 Mm, where each Mp4 -is- local. Let Mp4 
= M,/ej, 4 Mpj. Then M, is embedded into @ $= r Mpq, and hence A A is 
embedded into Q,,, M,,. We note that M,,/N*G is uniserial and that 
N’K is a direct sum of local modules for each i = 2, 3, . . . . Continuing in 
this way, we conclude that AA is embedded into a serial module. This 
proves the proposition. 
As mentioned in the introduction, we see by Proposition 2.1 that a finite 
dimensional algebra given by a quiver with zero relations has a faithful 
serial module. It is known by examples that there is an algebra which 
has a faithful serial module but does not satisfy the hypothesis of 
Proposition 2.1. 
An algebra is called a Tachikawa algebra if each of its indecomposable 
modules is either local or colocal. Tachikawa [S] established the structure 
theorem of Tachikawa algebras (see [8, Theorem 4.31). Also, he showed in 
[7, 81 that if A is a Tachikawa algebra, then A satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(A) For uniserial left A-modules L1 and L, such that IL1 ( = (L,( 2 2, 
ifS*(L,) N S*(L,), then L, 1: L,; 
(B) For uniserial left A-modules Li, i = 1,2, 3, such that (L,J = IL,] = 
(L,J = 2, if S(L,) N S(L,) N S(L,) and L, $ L,, then either L1 N L, or 
L,eL3; 
(C) For uniserial left A-modules L, and L, such that JL,(, JL,I 22, zj” 
S(L,) N S(L,) but S*(L,) $ S2(L2), then the projective cover of L, is 
uniserial. 
In the case of algebras with faithful serial modules, we can characterize 
Tachikawa algebras by these conditions; that is, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be an algebra with a faithful serial module. Then 
A is a Tachikawa algebra if and only if A satisfies (A), (B), (C), and the 
same conditions for right modules. 
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Proof. By the fact mentioned above we have only to prove the “if” part. 
So suppose that A satisfies all the conditions. We show that the conditions 
of the structure theorem of Tachikawa algebras [S, Theorem 4.31 are 
satisfied. Let M be a faithful serial right A-module. Then the right A- 
module A, is cogenerated by M. Thus the k-dual (AR)* = Hom,(A,, k) is 
generated by M*. Therefore, for an indecomposable injective left A-module 
Ewe have E=El+ .I- + E,, where each El is a uniserial submodule of E. 
We may assume that x:=1 IEil is minimal. 
Now, assume that iz > 3. Then, by (A) and (B), E, is embedded into E, 
for some r, s (1~ r, s d n, Y # s). Since S(E,) = S(E,) and End(.S(E,)) = k, 
there exists a monomorphism 0: E, -+ Es such that x0 =x for all x E S(E,). 
Put Ej = (x- ~$1 XE E,). It is then easy to see that Ei is a uniserial 
module with I,!?:1 < IE,( and E: +E, = E, + E,. But this contradicts the 
minima&y of x1= 1 \EJ. If we assume that 12 = 2 and IE, n Ez/ > 2, then a 
similar contradiction occurs. Therefore, we conclude that either E is 
uniserial or E/S(E) is a direct sum of two uniserial modules. This shows 
that condition I of [S, Theorem 4.33 is satisfied. The condition II of 
[S, Theorem 4.31 directly follows from (C), so the proposition is ,proved. 
3. THE PROOF OF THE CONDITION (A) 
From now on, except in Theorem II stated in the next section, we shall 
assume that A is a QF-1 algebra with a faithful serial module. In view of 
Proposition 2.2, in order to prove Theorem I it is sufficient o show that A 
satisfies the conditions (A), (B), and (C) in the preceding section. 
Let P = PI GJ . . a @ P, be a faithful serial left A-module, where each Pi is 
uniserial. We may assume that P is minimal faithful; i.e., the deletion of any 
direct summand makes P unfaithful. Then, by Morita’s criterion [4, 
Theorem 1.11 any uniserial left A-module is isomorphic to either a 
submodule or a factor module of some Pi. This yields that a minimal 
faithful serial left A-module is unique up to isomorphism. So, we shall 
consistently denote the unique minimal faithful serial left A-module by 
P=P1@ .*a OP,. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L, and L, be uniserial left A-modules such that 
IL11 = IL,1 22. rf L,/S(L,) -N L,/S(L,) but L, $ Lz, then L,/S(L,) is 
embedded into some PA, 1~ I < t. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.3. 
Let L1, Lz, and U be left A-modules, and let Bi: U-t Lj, i= 1, 2, be 
monomorphisms. Consider the pushout square 
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of 19~ and 02, and let z= Liq5i, i= 1,2. Then we note that Li=z, i= 1,2, 
M=&i-f;;, and znG= UO,~,= U%,&. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let L1 and Lz be uniserial left A-modules such that 
IL,/ = /Lzl > 3. If NL1 N NL2, then LI/N2LI N LJN2L2. 
ProoJ: Suppose that there exist uniserial left A-modules U, and U, 
such that m = 1 U,J = (U,( B 3 and such that NUI N NU, but U1/N2U1 qk 
UJN2U2. We may assume that m is maximal. Then we see that NU, 
is embedded into some PA, 1 <II < t. For, letting U1 N Pi/NmPi and 
U2 N Pj/N”Pj, where 1 d i, j6 t, and assuming NmPi, N”P, # 0, we have 
NP,/N” + 1 Pi $C NPj/Nm+ ‘Pi by the maximality of m. Thus, NU, 
(- NP,/N”P,) is embedded into some Pd by Lemma 3.1. Now, put K= Pn 
and 12 =m - 1. Since S”‘l(K)/S”-l(K) is non-isomorphic to either 
U1 jN2U1 or U2/N2U2, there exists a uniserial left A-module L such that 
ILJ an+ 1 and such that S”(K) N Y(L) but Sn+l(K)/S”-l(K) $ 
S”+l(L)/S”-l(L). Let 8: S*(K) --) L be a monomorphism, and let 
e 
I I 
4 
L *bM 
be the pushout square of the inclusion I: S”(K) + K and 8. We note that 
F(M) = Sn(L$) by Lemma 1.6 and hence S”(M) is uniserial. 
Now, we consider the left A-module 
G=MO(Pl@ ... OPn-1OP,+,@ ... @P,)OK/S(K), 
and put 
P’=P1@ **. OPA-1OP~+lO ... @P, and Q=P’@K/S(K). 
To apply Lemma 1.4 to G = M 0 Q, we consider the submodules C (Me) 
and n (Me) of M. Suppose that C (MQ) 3 $ where iC= Kq5. Then, since 
P’@E is faithful, so is P’@C (MQ). It is easily seen that P’@C (Me) is 
generated by Q @L/S(L). It follows from this that Q @ L/S(L) is faithful, 
and obviously this serial module does not possess a direct summand 
isomorphic to PA. But this contradicts the uniqueness of a minimal faithful 
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serial module. Thus we have shown C (M”) g & Next, to show 
fi (MQ) 2 Sri(M) (= S”(R)), let U be a submodule of M such that M/U is 
uniserial. Then, since M/S”(M) (N K/S “(K) 0 L/S”(L)) is non-uniserial, 
we have U g S”(M). Since Sri(M) is uniserial, any submodule X of M 
satisfies either X2 S”(M) or XE S”(M). Thus we have U? S”(M), and 
this implies that Ker g 2 S”(M) for all g E Hom,(M, Q). We can easily see 
that if 1 < i < iz, then S”(M/Si(M)) is not uniserial. Since any submodule of 
M has the uniserial nth socle, it follows that M/S’(M) is not embedded 
into M. This yields that Ker g 2 S”(M) for all g cz End(,M)\Aut( AM). 
Therefore we conclude that n (Me) 3 S*(M). 
Now, from what we have shown above, we can find an element x in 
M\C (Me) such that x E R and an element y in n (Me) such that 
YE Sn(R)\S(R). Observe that MO Q is faithful, and is thus balanced, 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.4 there exists an element a of A such that ax = y 
and aQ = 0. Since K/S(K) is a direct summand of Q, uQ = 0 implies that 
a(K/S(K)) = 0. On the other hand, ax = y implies that a(&?/S(@) f 0. Since 
K/S(K) N- @S(R) as A-modules, we get a contradiction. The proof of the 
proposition is completed. 
Note that the dual version of Proposition 3.2 is also true. The following 
lemma is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let L1 and L, be uniserial left A-modules such that 
ILlI = IL21 2 2. If S2(L,) 1: S*(L,) (or L1/N2L, N L,/N*LJ, then 
NiL1/Ni+2L1 N_ NiL2/Ni+2L2 for all i=O, 1, . . . . 
Let A = {e, 1 i = 1, . . . . m> be a fixed complete set of mutually orthogonal 
primitive idempotents. Let U be a uniserial left A-module such that 
UjNU N AejNe and S(U) N Af/Nf (e, f E A). Then, according to 
Lemma 1.2, there exists an element a(U) of A such that a(U) U# 0 and 
a(U) V= 0 for every uniserial left A-module V with U -i: V, moreover, it 
may be assumed that U(U) = fo(U)e. We shall fix a(U) for each uniserial 
left A-module U. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let U and V be mutually non-isomorphic uniserial left 
A-modules. Then 
IAa(U)+Aa(V)IlZ2 and IIX(U)A-~-CX(V)A~.>~. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that U-t: V. Then, from 
the property possessed by a(U), a(V) we have CL(V) 4 Aa and 
a(V) 6 a( U)A. This lemma follows at once. 
If U is a uniserial left A-module such that U + NP, (resp. U -K P,/S(P,)) 
for all i= 1, . . . , t, then we shall say that U is upper (resp. lower) fixed. By 
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9 and $ we shall denote the left and right socle of A, respectively. Then 
the following lemma readily follows from the definition. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let U be a uniserial left A-module such that CX( U) = fa( U)e 
(e, f E A). If U is upper (resp. lower) j?xed, then a(U) E f$e (resp. 
fx( U) E&Ye). 
Observing that each Pi is both upper and lower fixed, we obtain the 
following lemma directly from Ringel’s socle conditions [6]. 
LEMMA 3.6. rfa(Pi)=fol(P,)e (e,fEA), where 1<1<t, then 
6) l~ellx lf$l,<Z and 
(ii) Iff[ r = 2 implies f9 E f$. 
Now, we are ready to prove 
PROPOSITION 3.7. A satisfies the condition (A). 
Proof: To the contrary, suppose that A does not satisfy (A). Then, 
by Lemma 3.3 there exist uniserial left A-modules K and L satisfying 
that 1 KI = (Lj = n > 3 and that K $ L but NiKjNi+2K N NiL/Ni+2L, 
i= 0, 1, . . . . II - 2. We may assume that the length n is maximal among all 
pairs of uniserial left A-modules satisfying the same as (K, L). Now, we first 
consider the case where K N SR(PJ and L N S”(P,) for some P, and P,, 
1 Q 1, ,u < t. Assume that (PA/ < 1 P,J. Then note that KCZ P, by Lemma 3.3 
and the maximality of 12. Let ~(P~)=fol(P,)e (e, f E/1), and let U be a 
uniserial left A-module of maximal length among those having factor 
modules isomorphic to SE(PJ. Then E(U) = a( U)e since U/NUN P,/NPA, 
and U is lower fixed by the maximality of 1 UJ. Thus, from Lemma 3.5 we 
have a(U) E 9e. Since also a(P,J E .Ye, we have 
Aa( U) + Aa E Ye. 
It follows 19e(la 2 by Lemma 3.4. On the other hand, since a(Pn) = 
fo(Pn) E ff and a(P,) = fol(P,) Ef$ by Lemma 3.5, we have 
4PdA + @‘,)A zf$, 
and thus Ifyl, > 2. But this contradicts Lemma 3.6(i) since J9ell> 2. 
Similarly, if we assume that K= P,JN”P, and L N P,/N”P,, then we can 
get a contradiction. 
Finally, consider the case where K N S”(PA) and L N P,/N”P,. We may 
assume that S”(Pn) # P, and N”P, #O. Then, by the maximality of II 
together with Lemma 3.3, we see that K is lower fixed and L is upper fixed. 
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Let a(PJ =fa(Pn)e (e, fin). Then a(K) =fa(K) since S(K) N S(P,), and 
further a(K) ENS since K is lower fixed. On the other &and, &‘“(I’,) f Pi. 
implies a(K) NP,s a(K) S”(PJ #O, so that a(K)N#O, and this implies 
a(K) # 8. As a consequence, we have shown f3' $C fy. Applying 
Lemma 3.6(ii) we conclude that 1 fyi I = 1. Since L is upper fixed, it follows 
from Lemma 3.5 that a(L) = fol(L) ~fy, and so 
a( + a( E. f$. 
Thus, since L C$ Pn, we have / f$\, >, 2 by Lemma 3.4. Therefore, in this 
case we also get a contradiction. The proof of the proposition is completed. 
4. THE PROOF OF THE CONDITIONS (B) AND (C) 
In this section, except in the statement of Theorem II, we shall also assume 
that A is a QF-1 algebra with a minimal faithful serial left A-module 
P = P, @ . ‘. @ P,. We shall next prove that A satisfies the condition (B). 
Our proof is analogous to that of [9, Theorem 3.21. The following lemma, 
due to Tachikawa [9], is needed for proving (B). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a left A-module and K, L submodules of M such 
that M= KS- L. Then 
(i) IM/NM( > IiY/(NK+ Kn L)j + IL/(NL+ Kn L)I; 
(ii) If L is uniserial, then lM/NMl 2 (KiNKI. 
Proof. (i) Let 
f:K@L-tM/NM=(K+L)/(NK+NL) 
be the canonical epimorphism. Then it is easy to see that 
Kerfr(NK+KnL)@(NL+KnL). 
From this (i) follows at once. 
(ii) In the case Ka L, this is trivial. So assume that K 2 L. Then, 
since L is uniserial, we have K n L E NL and hence / L/(NL + K n L)\ = 1. 
Since 
(NK+KnL)/NK-KnL/NKn(KnL)=KnL/NKnL 
and since, by the seriality of L, K n LINK n L is either zero or simple, we 
have 
IK/(NK+ Kn L)I 3 )K/NKI - 1. 
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From this together with JL/(NL +Kn L)l = 1, using (i) we obtain 
(M/NM/ 3 IK/NK(, as required. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. A satisfies the condition (B). 
ProoJ: Suppose the contrary, namely, that there exist uniserial left 
A-modules L,, i= 1,2,3, such that IL11 = IL,( = (L,J = 2 and such that 
S(L,) N S(L,) N S(L,) (ES) but L, $ Lj if i#j. We show that S 3: S(P,) 
for some PA, 1 <I < t. To this end, let L1 N Pi/N2Pi and L, N PjjN2Pj, 
and assume that N’P,, N2Pj# 0. Then, since Pi/N2Pi 74 Pj/N2Pj> we see 
by Lemma 3.3 that NPi/N3Pi $ NPj/N3Pj, and it is obvious that 
NPi/N2Pi 1: NPj/N2Pj. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, NPi/N2Pi is embedded into 
some P,. This shows that S = S(P,J. 
Now, by the assumption we see that there exist uniserial left A-modules 
K and L such that JKJ, IL1 22 and S(K) N S(L) N S(P,), and such that 
S2(K), S*(L) and S2(P,) are mutually nonisomorphic. Let 8: S+ K, 
p: S --, L and 0: S -+ PA be monomorphisms, and let 
0 S-K 
P 
I I 
41 
LAH 
be the pushout square of 8 and p. Further let 
be the pushout square of 04, : S -+ H and 6, and put Xi= Kd, &, I= L$, d2, 
R= H#2, and &= PAti2. Since S”(K) $ S*(E), the socle S(a) is simple 
by Lemma 1.5. It follows easily that S2(r7) = S’(a) + S*(E). Thus, since 
S’(E) $ S2(B,) and S’(E) $ S2(z), we have CX(S’(K)) S’(a) = 0. This 
implies that there exists no submodule of S2(R) isomorphic to S2(E). 
Hence the identity 1: Kn a-+ Tn 17 (i.e., the identity 1: S(K) -+ S(z)) 
is maximal with respect to (6, fl). Therefore, again by Lemma 1.5 we 
conclude that S(M) is simple. On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
lM/NMI = 3. As shown in the proof of Proposition 2.2, the injective hull 
E = E(M) is a sum of uniserial submodules. Thus, applying Lemma 4.1 (ii), 
we have JE/NE( > 3. Letting f be a primitive idempotent in n such 
that fa(Pn)=a(P,) (so that S(E) -S(P,) =AflNf), this implies that 
3 < IS(f = Ifyl,. But this contradicts Lemma 3.6(i). So we complete 
the proof of the proposition. 
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Taking account of the proof of Proposition 2.2, we see from Proposi- 
tions 3.7 and 4.2 that if M is a non-uniserial left A-module with the simple 
socle, then A4 is a sum of two uniserial submodules L1 and L, such that 
l&l, IL21 22 and S2(L) + S*(J%). 
The proof of Theorem I will be accomplished if we show the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A satisfies the condition (C). 
ProoJ To the contrary, suppose that A does not satisfy (C). Then there 
exist uniserial left A-modules K, L, and J such that lK\, IL\, lJ\ >, 2 and 
such that KINK 1: L/NL (1: T) but K/N2K $ L/N2L, and S(L) 1: S(J) 
(1: S) but S2(L) $ S’(J). We may assume that 1 KI = (J( = 2. Let 8: K -+ T 
and p: L -+ T be epimorphisms, and let o:S-+L and rS--+J be 
monomorphisms. Let 
41 H-K 
ii 
i I 
0 
L ‘,T 
be the pullback square of 0 and p. Then, putting K’= Ker b1 and 
L’ = Ker II/ 1, we have the following: K’ n L’ = Cl and H,J(K’ 0 L’) is simple; 
H/K’ N K and H/L’ N L; K’ N NL and L’ 2: NK = S(K). Moreover H/NH is 
simple (thus NH = K’ @L’). For, since KjN2K $ L/N*L, it follows from 
Lemma 1.5 that the socle of the k-dual H* is simple. Now, since ap = 0, 
there exists uniquely a homomorphism A: S -+ H such that @, = 0 and 
1U$l = G’. Consider the pushout square 
of r and A. For a submodule X of J (resp. Ii), let denote the image 
X4, (resp. Xe2) by x. Then Hzlj and JN~; &f=R+f and 
RnJ= S(F) =S(r). Since S*(L) $ S2(J) (= J), there exists no sub- 
module of A isomorphic to S”(T). Thus, by Lemma 1.5, we have 
S(M) = S(n) = S(F)@ S(r). On the other hand, we see easily that 
M/NM = M/(liz’@ i? + NT) 2: H/NH @ J/NJ. 
Now, we show that M is not generated by any serial module. To this 
end, let U be a submodule of M such that U p: ??@F -I- J. The sub- 
quotient R/p of M is isomorphic to L; thus a(L)M# 0. Since 
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U+(FOL’+J)=Mand a(L)(K’@r++)=O, it follows that a(L)U#O. 
Obviously M/S(F) = H,S(K’) 0 J/S(J), and H/S(K) is cogenerated by 
K@L/S(L). Thus, we have a(L)(M/S(K’)) = 0, so that cl(L)Ms S(F). 
This together with a(L)U#O implies that Uz S(K’). Let u=x + y, where 
-1 x E H\K @F and y E 7, be an element of U. Since Nx = i?@ L’, there 
exists an element a of N such that 0 fax EF. Since uy E S(p) and 
UZ S(F), it follows that UZ S(r) Or’. This shows that U is non- 
uniserial. As a consequence, we have shown that every uniserial submodule 
of M is included in i? @ p + I(& M). This implies that M is not generated 
by any serial module. 
Now, since the structure of M* is the same as that of 44, the module M* 
is not generated by any serial module. Taking k-dual, we conclude that A4 
is not cogenerated by any serial module. Observe that a left A-module 
X with IS( = 1 and IX/NXj = 1 is uniserial. From this we see that 
A4 is indecomposable. For, assuming that M is decomposable, say 
M = M1 Q ikf2, where M1, M2 # 0, at least one of M1 and M2 is not 
uniserial since M is not generated by a serial module. Thus, by the above, 
either IS(M)1 > 2 or IM/NMI > 2, a contradiction. As a consequence, we 
have shown that M is an indecomposable module which is neither 
generated nor cogenerated by the faithful serial module P. But this 
contradicts Morita’s criterion. The proof of the proposition is completed. 
It is easily verified that a Tachikawa algebra has a faithful serial module 
if and only if it does not have a local-colocal non-uniserial module (a 
module of type III in the terminology of [3]). Thus, combining Theorem I
with [3, Theorem 5.51 and the structure theorem of Tachikawa algebras, 
we obtain the following internal characterization of QF-1 algebras with 
faithful serial modules. 
THEOREM II. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically 
closed field, Then A is a QF-1 algebra with a faithful serial module tf and 
only if 
(i) For a primitive idempotent e of A, each of A Ne and eN, is either 
uniserial or a direct sum of two uniserial modules; 
(ii) In case ANe is non-uniserial, iff is a primitive idempotent of A 
such that fNe #O, then fAA is uniserial, and the same holds for a right 
module eN, which is non-uniserial; and 
(iii) A satisfies the conditions (i), (2), (4), and (5) of [3, 
Theorem 5.51. 
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